TEST ECLIPSE GUI
IN A WHOLE NEW WAY.
Agenda

• Why UI Testing?
• What is Q7?
• Why Q7 is Different.
• Demonstration.
• New & Noteworthy
Why UI Testing?
How does Q7 work?
Why Q7 is Different?

• Simplicity!
• Works out of the box for Eclipse RCP.
• It’s easier to demonstrate it than to explain it on slides.
Demonstration
Field Experience

• Works out of the box for Eclipse UIs
• Easy to use
• Efforts for test automation in the same magnitude as effort for manual testing
• Support for set-up
• Customizable by advanced testers and developers
Issues I faced

- Test case execution takes time!
- Usage for Eclipse Open Source Projects?
10x times faster!
Free for Open Source

• All tools are free for Open Source Projects
• Q7 IDE
• Q7 Runner (CLI and Maven plugin)
• Q7 Server
• Free access to public Q7 Cloud
• Complementary free http://eclipse-testing.com service
Questions?

- Jonas Helming (EclipseSource) - jhelming@eclipsesource.com
- Andrey Platov (Xored) - andrey@xored.com
- http://www.xored.com/q7
- http://www.eclipse-testing.com
- 10% Discount Coupon: RCRZC